
CS1112 Fall 2012 Project due Monday 10/1 at 11pm

You must work either on your own or with one partner. If you work with a partner you must first register as a group

in CMS and then submit your work as a group. Adhere to the Code of Academic Integrity. For a group, “you” below

refers to “your group.” You may discuss background issues and general strategies with others and seek help from

the course staff, but the work that you submit must be your own. In particular, you may discuss general ideas with

others but you may not work out the detailed solutions with others. It is not OK for you to see or hear another

student’s code and it is certainly not OK to copy code from another person or from published/Internet sources. If

you feel that you cannot complete the assignment on you own, seek help from the course staff.

Objectives

Completing this project will solidify your understanding of user-defined functions and vectors. You will also
do more graphics. Problem 2 requires that you design a simulation, including graphics, for a given problem.

1 A star is drawn

Implement the following function as specified:

function star(pts, inc, r)

% Draw a star with pts points that lie on a circle with radius r.

% The lines of the star connect the ith point with the (i+inc)th point.

% Draw markers to highlight the points of the star.

The function call star(8,3,2) should produce the figure shown
on the right: an 8-pointed star with points that lie on a circle with
radius 2 where each point is connected to the point 3 forward from
it. The function call star(5,2,1) creates a traditional five-pointed
star with points that lie on the unit circle. Choose marker and line
colors as you wish. See Project 1 if you need a reminder on how to
plot markers and lines. The following graphics commands should
be used to set up the figure window: −2.5 −2 −1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
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close all % Close all figure windows

figure % Start figure window

bound= 1.1*r;

axis([-bound bound -bound bound]) % Axis limits (center over origin)

axis equal % Equal scaling for x and y axes

hold on % Subsequent plot cmds use current axes

Use the command hold off at the end of your function in order to return Matlab to its default graphics
state.

Add an extra comment line to the function comments of function star to answer this question: what shape→

is drawn if parameter inc has the value one?

You must implement and make effective use of the following function in drawing the star:

function [x, y] = polarRad2xy(r,theta)

% (x,y) are the Cartesian coordinates of polar coordinate r, theta.

% theta is in radians.

Note the similarity between this function and polar2xy developed in lecture.

Submit your files star.m and polarRad2xy.m on CMS.
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2 Estimating a probability

Complete Exercise P6.1.13 in Insight. Read the problem statement on page 141 and note the additional
specifications below.

Write and submit one function file dartGame.m that solves the problem through simulation—do not determine
the probability using mathematical/probability theory. Function dartGame has two input parameters:

• n, the number of darts thrown

• showG, a “flag” indicating whether graphics is to be shown: showG=1 indicates show graphics; showG=0
indicates no graphics.

Function dartGame has one return parameter, prob, which is the probability that the point hit (by the dart)
is nearer to the center than to any edge.

If a graphic is shown, the estimated probability should be shown in the title area of the plot (in the figure
window) in addition to being returned. The graphic should show the dart board as well as the darts. It is
up to you to design the simulation graphic. Look at the graphics commands used in the previous problem
and in the code that we have written in the past for ideas. You are welcome to use the functions DrawRect
(and DrawDisk and DrawStar if you want a funky looking dart board or darts), available from the course
website.

Submit only one file for this problem: dartGame.m. Assume that we will have the functions DrawRect,
DrawDisk, and DrawStar accessible in the current directory when we run your code. You may write
subfunctions in dartGame if appropriate.

3 Numerical integration

To take the integral of a function f(x) from a to b is to
calculate the area between the curves y = 0, y = f(x),
x = a, and x = b. You will see (or have seen) in your
Calculus class how to take the integral symbolically; here
we use a numerical method to approximate the integral.
We approximate the area bounded by y = 0, y = f(x),
x = a, and x = b with a series of trapezoids, see the dia-
gram on the right for example. The integral of a function
f(x) from a to b is therefore

∫
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where x1 is a, n trapezoids span the interval a to b, and each trapezoid has “height” (width, in this case) h.

Implement two functions and a script for this problem: function myF evaluates the value of a function at a
given x value; function intTrapezoid approximates the integral of the function coded in myF over a given
interval a to b; script showIntegral calls your function intTrapezoid to perform integration using different
numbers of trapezoids.

3.1 Function myF

Function myF evaluates the mathematical function x
3

5
− x2 + 7 at a given x and returns the function value.

Therefore myF has one input parameter and one return parameter, both of which are scalars (not vectors).
For example, the function call myF(1) should return the value 6.2.

The role of function myF in this problem is to specify the mathematical function whose integral we seek. In

this case, we ask you to use f(x) = x
3

5
− x2 + 7. (However, any mathematical function could have been used

as long as real function values exist within the limits of integration, see below.)
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3.2 Function intTrapezoid

Implement this function:

function [inte, fvals] = intTrapezoid(a,b,n)

% Approximate the integral of function myF from a to b using n trapezoids.

% a, b are scalars and a<b. n is a positive integer.

% inte is the approximated integral, a scalar.

% fvals is the vector of the n+1 function values evaluated (using myF) in

% performing the approximation.

% myF is a function implemented in a separate file.

3.3 Script showIntegral

Write a script that uses your function intTrapezoid in order to take the integral of x
3

5
−x2 +7 from x = −1

to x = 4, i.e., ∫ 4

−1

x3

5
− x2 + 7 dx.

Neatly display the approximated values of the integral for the cases n = 20, 40, . . . , 100, where n is the
number of trapezoids used in the approximation.
[Revised 9/25: Display the results neatly in a table showing the values of n in one column and the approxi-
mated integral in another column.]

Submit your files myF.m, intTrapezoid.m, and showIntegral.m on CMS.
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